Prenatal screening for major congenital heart disease: superiority of outflow tracts over the 4-chamber view.
The purpose of this study was to determine the relative importance of the 4-chamber view (4CV) compared with the outflow tract views (OFTVs) in prenatal screening for major congenital heart disease (CHD). We prospectively evaluated 200 consecutive infants undergoing cardiac surgery at our institution for major CHD. By reviewing the infants' medical records and conducting bedside interviews with their parents or guardians, we evaluated detection rates both prenatally and postnatally (before and after discharge to home), and we noted any prenatally identifiable risk factors for CHD. For each infant, we determined whether the 4CV or OFTVs would be expected to have been normal or abnormal on routine midgestation screening fetal sonography. A prenatal diagnosis of CHD was made in 65 infants (33%): 30 of 124 low-risk pregnancies (24%) and 35 of 76 high-risk pregnancies (46%). An abnormal screening midgestation 4CV would have been expected in up to 63% of the infants, whereas abnormal midgestation OFTVs would have been expected in up to 91% of the infants. Thus, the potential sensitivity for detecting major CHD was higher with the OFTVs than with the 4CV (91% versus 63%; P < .001). Moreover, the OFTVs were more sensitive than the 4CV for detecting ductal-dependent forms of CHD. Diagnosis after discharge to home occurred in 39 of 135 postnatal diagnoses (29%), including many cases of isolated outflow tract abnormalities requiring early invasive intervention. Cases of major neonatal CHD with OFTV abnormalities predominate over cases with 4CV abnormalities, particularly among those forms of CHD requiring early invasive intervention.